BENEFITS COST COMPARISON

$19.95
Per Month

Life is unpredictable. You never know what's around the corner. YAFI offers a
comparable service of LegalShield (annual cost = $240) via our “private
platform” with special pricing for our members. Members have the confidence
of knowing whatever comes their way, their provider law firm is there when
they need them. Get help with everything from a free will and free tax
preparation, to writing letters and reviewing documents, to traffic violations
and trial defense.
LifeLock Inc. (annual cost = $360) is America's number one ID protection
company. YAFI offers identity theft coverage for nickels on the dollar via a
private platform.

$29.95
Per Month

$20-$30
Per Hour

TRAVEL
$9.95

YAFI has partnered with several concierge services, who offer 24-hour
worldwide assistance, recommendations and priority bookings. We facilitate
most every request, from finding the perfect gift to accessing 'money-can'tbuy' events, experiences and everything in between. We will fulfill request
using our unique expertise and inside knowledge. (compare average annual
cost = $240 $360)
Membership includes exciting excursions year-round to extraordinary
destinations. Expect the unexpected with customized trip itineraries and
valuable deals at exquisite hotels, fine restaurants, car rental, cabins, resorts
and exciting clubs. Whisk that special someone away to a romantic tropical
retreat or plan your next family vacation. Either way, you choose when,
where and how often you’d like to travel. (compare annual cost = $120)

Per Month

We offer a variety of membership options. Membership includes a nutrition
class and an evaluation with a certified trainer, and group exercise classes.
With the memberships, a member is able to get two (2) free evaluations.
(compare annual cost = $240)

$19.95
Per Month

$99.95
Per Month

Create the lifestyle you've always dreamed of with a YAFI Simple Savings
Membership (compared to DirectBuy), which perfectly suits your overall
household needs. Our members have access to unbelievable savings and
exclusive offers on the products, electronic, furniture, appliances, materials,
etc., they need. We help our Members inspirations become reality. (5 year
minimum membership - average annual cost = $1200 or more)

Our most benefit rich plans go far beyond roadside assistance offering you
access to benefits that provide safety, security, savings and protection when
you need it most. (annual cost = $75)

$75-125
Per Year

Combined annual cost over $2500 -Vs- YAFI Protection – Lifestyle Membership (PLM) of $197 including ALL benefits!

